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ABSTRACT
Language archiving involves the collection and curation of a
variety of language materials. As an emerging language archive,
CoRSAL caters to a range of different language depositors with
different research needs. As such, we have developed a workflow
process that can accommodate this diversity.
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Introduction

The Computational Resource for South Asian Languages
(CoRSAL) is an archive housed within UNT’s Digital Library that
specializes in the curation and preservation of source audio, video,
and textual language data. CoRSAL is a dedicated repository for
linguists to archive grammars and related grammatical
information of South Asian languages, many of which are
endangered and/or under-resourced. Since its inception in 2016, a
primary objective for CoRSAL has been to engage closely with
community depositors in each step of the archiving process, from
pre-archival decision making to post-archival collection
promotion. The ingest process is purposely mediated and
participatory because of our diverse depositor base. This paper
offers an exploration of CoRSAL’s curation and ingest workflow
and our findings at this fairly early stage in the growth of
CoRSAL. I also include a brief discussion of our desired direction
for the future. The results and feedback from our mediated
approach have been encouraging so far. For this reason, we will
explore additional opportunities to involve speaker-community

members in the archiving process, and in increasing their
engagement with archived collections.
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Background

The emergence of a participatory archiving framework in the
twenty-first century is contributing to a shift in archival power
dynamics [10]. The participatory framework privileges the power
of those connected through ownership or cultural heritage to
archival materials so that they may play integral roles in the
archiving process as archive designers, researchers, depositors,
and users [7, 15]. As outlined in Cook as well as in Roeschley and
Kim [7, 14] participatory archives may, depending on the wishes
and needs of the community, be facilitated, and established by
institutional archives.
CoRSAL’s approach to archiving falls within the participatory
framework by implementing a mediated workflow that is very
much a conversational exchange between depositor and curator
and resulting in a collection that is representative of each
depositor/community’s research needs. Additionally, community
depositors can engage in post-archival participatory measures in
the sharing and promotion of their collections. It is an ongoing
concern that general engagement with archived language
collections is low among members of the language communities.
One contributing factor, based on Burke and Zavalina’s [2]
interviews with linguistics researchers/depositors, is that some
depositors, especially those from Indigenous communities, access
information through social media. The researchers also found that
many of the Indigenous have limited access to reliable, high-speed
internet. As a result, the community’s individuals use mobile
devices in place of computers and find streaming media platforms
like Facebook, Youtube, and Instagram more realistic to access
than potentially downloading an archive’s large files. This
contributes to an overall preference for a “social media-type
interface over the archival access point” [2, 3].
Thus, as a final piece of the mediation between the depositor and
the archive, and to facilitate the use of the archive as framed by
the depositor, CoRSAL has worked with recent depositors to use
that existing interest [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13] as a means to
increase engagement with language archives. Social media has
become a tool for Indigenous communities to utilize for purposes
of connection, outreach, and activism. As of October 2020 the
CoRSAL team has been exploring how to utilize Facebook’s
private group feature as a tool for depositors to share items with
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their community and for the community to discuss the items with
the depositors and one another.
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Methods

Since 2016 the CoRSAL team has done a great deal of outreach
work in the form of lectures and workshops. The purpose of this
was to explain the process and the purpose for archiving with
CoRSAL and offer examples of the ways archived language data
can be useful for language revitalization and pedagogy
development. As a result of this type of work the team has often
received interest from young community researchers who are
interested in discussing their own potential collections in greater
detail. These conversations have recently resulted in several new
language collections in CoRSAL, such as Azamgarhi and
Bhojpuri language collections deposited by Maaz Shaikh, and the
Boro Language Collection deposited by Prafulla Basumatary.
At present, CoRSAL has eleven published language collections
which reflect its diverse depositor pool. For instance, some of the
collections, like the Burushaski Language Resource and Lamkang
Language Resource, are the result of funded documentary
linguistic projects. Others are legacy collections, that is, materials
collected in pre-digital times. CoRSAL uses a mediated approach
here as well as researchers in possession of a lifetime's worth of
fieldwork notes and recordings are often overwhelmed by the
tasks of data management and file transfer, and metadata
creation. To create metadata for legacy collections, CoRSAL
curators collaborate with depositors to aid with data management
and metadata recall.
When a depositor is interested in archiving a collection with
CoRSAL we work with them hand-in-hand to assist with every
step of the process. The workflow consists of communicating
regularly over Zoom and email to discuss selection and collection
of content, file transfer, the process of filling in the CoRSAL
metadata spreadsheet, and general data management. This is the
longest part of the process, taking less or more time depending on
the state of data management when we begin the process. When
there are gaps in the metadata, the CoRSAL team attempts to help
fill those. For example, in the case of the Azamgarhi collection,
we lacked an identifying language code. A member of the
CoRSAL team applied for and obtained a Glottocode for the
language on the depositor’s behalf. Depositors also have several
opportunities to provide context for their collection. For example,
we work with depositors to write a brief description of the
language and the collection for the collection’s landing page in the
CoRSAL archive. We assist and edit only as needed. Depositors
are also given the option to contribute a thumbnail image for their
collection.
Once the digital files and their metadata are transferred to a
dedicated CoRSAL drive, the materials are made available to staff
at the UNT Digital Library to upload the items to the archive.
Despite being published, collections can still be edited after this
stage. When a depositor wants to modify their metadata, they can
inform us of changes they have made to the spreadsheet and a
member of the team implements the changes on their behalf.

Again, keeping our diverse depositor pool in mind, CoRSAL does
expect that deposits will be incrementally added to the CoRSAL
drive. This possibility of incremental growth of what is to be
deposited supports weaker infrastructure for collectors - lack of
backup media, unstable computers, a possibility for loss of
data. If depositors need to move files into the CoRSAL drive in
smaller batches, we allow and encourage this. We don’t ask for all
of the metadata at once, but rather the key pieces, which
depositors can then build upon. We also believe that it is not
essential to immediately expect depositors to be ready or able to
provide intellectual access to the individual items, i.e., through
transcription and translations. Our curators acknowledge that the
source data is the most precious and under the most pressing
danger of loss. We encourage depositors to approach archiving by
starting small and holding the view that the other important items
can be obtained as long as we have adequate metadata for the
source files. As part of the metadata, we do encourage at least a
rough translation. It is our goal to provide training so that
depositors are ultimately able to provide different levels of access
through transcription and translation using more interlinear
glossed texts, and through encouraging the publication of text
collections.
Another way in which CoRSAL encourages and then provides
help for depositors to “own” their collections is through
depositors and associated community members improving
metadata, especially in enriching keywords with ethnographic
information. In the case of two language collections, Lamkang
and Burushaski, two community researchers contacted their peers
requesting additional context on a number of photos and videos.
The community researcher for the Burushaski collection was able
to crowdsource helpful feedback by posting in an existing
Burushaski Facebook group [1].
We encourage community depositors to promote their collections
on social media as they are interested/able. For example, we have
assisted several depositors in creating private Facebook groups.
Within these groups the depositor/group admin shares items from
their collections with members of their communities. Some
depositors share their collection in existing Facebook groups,
namely the Burushaski Research Academy group. Maaz Shaikh,
the depositor of the Azamgarhi and Bhojpuri collections, recently
created his own Azamgarhi Facebook group after observing the
models of existing groups.
For each group created as part of this promotional initiative the
depositor acts as the primary group admin and is responsible for
inviting new members to join. They are also responsible for
accepting/rejecting any membership requests the group receives.
The admin shares items directly from their collection which they
believe will be of specific interest to group members. Members
are then able to click on the shared link and view the item in the
archive.
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Findings

Depositors who have completed the archiving and publication
process with CoRSAL have given very positive feedback on the
workflow and their resulting collections and publications.
CoRSAL is also seeing encouraging growth and engagement from
the newly created Facebook groups. By monitoring the usage
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statistics feature embedded in each collection we are able to see
that the shared items are being used via their Facebook referral
links. We can thus track the number of uses an item has in
general, and more granularly, over the last 30 days. Additionally,
Boro group admin/depositor Prafulla Basumatary has reported
that he has received useful fieldwork recommendations from
community members who have commented on his shared posts.
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Statement of Significance

A participatory approach to archiving corrects for imbalances in
power that unjustly take intellectual, cultural, and material
information from one set of people for inquiry by another. The
goals of participatory archiving can be greatly supported through
a mediated archiving workflow. This helps non-professional
collectors and depositors develop an understanding of the
archiving process and of how to enhance the usability and
accessibility of each collection. While this mediated methodology
is time consuming and labor intensive, it gives depositors the
power to frame and contextualize a collection. It also requires a
sympathetic connection with speakers.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The CoRSAL team feels encouraged by depositors’ responses to
the workflow. Boro depositor Prafulla Basumatary is currently
preparing a collection guide which will assist users in how best to
utilize the collection for revitalization efforts, particularly relating
to development of pedagogy. We expect to see a similar guide for
the Azamgarhi and Bhojpuri collections come to fruition this year.
CoRSAL curators are actively in the process of curating more
legacy collections and would like to have them reviewed and
vetted by community members before their publishing. We are
hoping that inviting community members to promote these
collections on Facebook will lead to even greater community
viewership and feedback.
Additionally, as the community Facebook groups continue to
grow, we are actively researching more ways we can potentially.
use social media to enhance the community experience engaging
with the archive. Azamgarhi depositor Maaz Shaikh has recently
taken the initiative of creating an Azamgarhi Instagram account to
promote his Facebook posts to a wider audience and we are
excited to see the response this will receive. We are also interested
in exploring other social media platforms like WhatsApp and
TikTok that may be more appealing to younger community
members.
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